Event Update

IGCW Symposium: 9i Theme Approach

I

GCW
Symposium is the flagship event of the
IGCW
Convention
where nine concurrent events will take
place at the 5th Industrial Green Chemistry
World on the 5th and
6th October, 2017 at
Ramada Powai, Hotel
& Convention Centre,
Mumbai.
IGCW is a platform
where global Green
Chemistry
experts
share their insights,
knowledge, expertise
and experiences and
senior executives of
large & multinational
companies share their
Green Chemistry &
Engineering (GC&E)
based strategies, tools,
technologies & best
practices.
The IGCW-Symposium is designed
around the 9i Theme
approach.
Theme 1 –
IGNITION
The theme of Ignition brings to the fore,
hard realities and uncomfortable facts that
we need to confront,
with regards to pollution & the environment, igniting the consciousness of senior
decision makers of the
chemical industry in
the audience. It touches
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upon the environmental impact of
the rapidly growing volumes of
chemicals being
manufactured and
the consequences
of continuing to
maintain
status
quo and conduct
business-as-usual.
The speakers in
this session also
ignite possibilities that the field
of GC&E has to
offer and the potential difference
it can make.
Theme 2 –
INSPIRATION
Speakers on
this theme share
their
organization’s
commitment
towards
sustainability &
Green
Chemistry, some of the
GC&E
based
tools & technologies they have
been implementing, the outcomes
they have obtained and impact
it has made on the
triple bottom line
of people, plant
and profit. This
acts as a source
of inspiration for
the delegates from
other participating
companies. The
theme of Inspiration also includes
sharing of successful case studies of implemenChemical Weekly October 3, 2017
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focus, this would also
enable them, to identify
research priorities and
channelize resources in
a purposeful direction.

tation of GC&E and the tangible and
intangible returns that it has generated
for the organization; in short, the business case for Green Chemistry.
Theme 3 – INITIATION
Organizations that have initiated
their journey of implementing Green
Chemistry internally and have already
covered some distance in that direction
in the last couple of years, will share
their insights and experiences on this
theme. Senior executives from these
organizations present how they have
initiated implementation of GC&E
based principles & practices, the results
accomplished, the challenges they have
faced on their journey and their overall experience. They also share some of
their strategies, the GC&E based tools
& solutions they are exploring and their
best practices.
Theme 4 – IDENTIFICATION
Senior visionaries & leaders from
the scientific community share their
understanding & insights on various
realities, leading to identification of
priorities for the research community,
based on the needs of the industry,
society, our country and our planet. This
creates a context for R&D Heads of
various participating companies, for
their future research work. Since, they
have the responsibility of charting the
course for their organization’s research
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Theme 5 –
INVENTION
The theme on Invention presents recent inventions and
progress made on the
research frontiers of
Green Chemistry. Green
Chemistry
thinkers,
pioneers and researchers will present
their work on creating new paradigms
that would forever transform the way
those chemistries are done and have an
impact on reducing the environmental
footprint of such processes. The speakers presenting on this theme will also
share their “Invention Journey”, which
could include challenges faced, how
they were overcome, and insights into
the process of inventing a GC&E based
solution.
Theme 6 – INNOVATION
Organizations known for bringing innovations to the market place
will share their products and solutions
in this theme. Along with a successful
case study of how they brought about
that innovation, the speakers will also
share their innovation journey, which
may include their experiences, challenges faced during the process of innovating, insights into the process of
innovation and strategies or tools used
to accelerate the innovation process.
Theme 7 – IMPLEMENTATION
The theme of “Implementation” includes sharing from organizations who
have been implementing or making
an attempt to implement GC&E based
tools, practices or solutions within their
organization. Speakers will share their
strategies, insights, experiences and
learnings along their journey to explore

the application of GC&E principles to
their products and processes and the
outcome their team has accomplished.
Theme 8 – INDUSTRIALISATION
Organizations that have successfully commercialized a GC&E based
technology or solution will share their
stories and case studies in this theme.
They will share the challenges faced
during scale-up and commercialization
phase, lessons learnt, insights obtained
and finally the tangible and intangible
impacts that the solution made in terms
of reducing the environmental footprint
& financial savings, as compared to
conventional technologies.
Theme 9 – IMPACT
On the theme of “Impact”, the
speakers will consolidate the overall
two days of deliberations and try to
present an objective, bird’s eye view of
the situation of the industry, the trends,
and how they see things moving in the
coming years. This enables the industry
to recognize various realities and the
urgent need to act. Based on their experience, they will also share what has
been working and what has not, with

regard to how the chemical industry
is operating when it comes to environmental issues. The theme provokes the
question: What happens if we continue
along this path? How does the future
look like, if we explore Green?
Internationally renowned practitioners listed will speak on the various 9i
themes. The titles of the speakers gives
a flavour of the width and the depth of
the areas covered.
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